Since the 90’s, the Spectrum brand has been recognized and trusted throughout the medical industry. Our philosophy is: “Take care of the customer, and the rest will take care of itself.” By following this philosophy we have succeeded as a small business for more than twenty years and are recognized as a leader in the medical apparel and accessories industry.

Spectrum is proud to present our high quality, Ultra Soft Brushed™ Fabric at a more affordable price than our competitors. Spectrum offers a wide variety of colors, from the core colors to the latest color trends. Our company has added the newest technology to customize our products with the finest class of embroidery, emblems, and screen printing to create your brand identity.

As you review this catalog, keep in mind, we’re in business to make you look good.
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Scrub Tops

221C
V-Neck Scrub Tunic
A tried-and-true favorite, this v-neck scrub top is equipped with 2 side seam pockets, set-in sleeves, and side vents.
• 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
• XS - 3X
• 4X - 5X See pg. 33-34 for available colors

218C
Snap-Front Tunic
When functionality is a key concern, this snap-front tunic is a popular choice of professionals and students. The snap-front makes dressing quick and easy. This top has a v-neck with 2 side-seam pockets and matching color snap closures.
• 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
• XS - 3X

9506C
Mock-Wrap Tunic
For a sweetly feminine look, this crossover v-neck blouse has 2 lower side-seam pockets, set-in sleeves, and side vents.
• 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
• XS - 3X
300C
Classic Elastic Waist Pant
Dressing is effortless with this unisex elastic pant with 2 side pockets and 1 back pocket.
• 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
• XS - 3X
• 4X - 5X See pg. 33-34 for available colors

311C
Flare Leg Pant
A relaxed, yet professional addition to your work wardrobe, the flare leg pant has an elastic waist, side slits at the hem, 2 side pockets, and 1 right side rear pocket.
• 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
• XS - 3X

314C
Modern Flare Leg Pant
When comfort and durability count rely on our Ultra Soft Brushed Fabric. The modern flare leg pant has a drawstring front and elastic back. Loaded with pockets to keep everything close at hand, there are 2 side-hip pockets, 2 cargo pockets with a cell phone pocket on the right leg, and velcro closures.
• 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
• XS - 3X

Just for Her Scrub Pants
Ultra Soft Brushed™ Fabric | Just For Her - Pants
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414C
Crew Neck Warm-Up
Perfect for warmth and coverage when it is cold, the round neck, warm-up jacket has self-fabric trim, matching ribbed-knit cuffs, 2 lower pockets, and front matching color snap closures.
• 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
• XS - 3X

416C
Cardigan Warm-Up
A cozy top layer, this v-neck cardigan with self-fabric trim, matching ribbed-knit cuffs, 2 lower pockets, and matching front-closure snaps provides warmth with lightweight, sturdy construction. Available only in White.
• 65/35 PC Poplin 5 oz.
• XS - 3X

White only
220C
Unisex V-Neck Top
This simple, budget friendly, unisex v-neck scrub top has 1 chest pocket and set-in sleeves.
• 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
• XS - 3X
• 4X-5X - See pg. 33-34 for available colors

306C
Unisex Drawstring Pants
A favorite for years, this unisex all-drawstring pant has 1 back pocket and 2 side pockets.
• 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
• XS - 3X
• 4X-5X - See pg. 33-34 for available colors

307C
Cargo Drawstring Pant
A must-have for any work wardrobe collection, this 6-pocket, unisex cargo drawstring pant has 1 right rear pocket, 3 cargo pockets, (2 on the right and 1 on the left with velcro closures), and 2 side pockets.
• 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
• XS - 4X

313C
Cargo Pant w/ Back Elastic
This cargo pant offers a professional appearance with a unisex style that has a drawstring front and elastic back. Loaded with pockets to keep everything close-at-hand, there are 2 side pockets, 1 right rear pocket, and 3 lower side cargo pockets, (2 on the right and 1 on the left, with velcro closures).
• 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
• Also available in petite 313P
• XS - 3X
Spectrum Lab Coats

Elite & Professional Looks that Command Attention

400
Unisex 40” Lab Coat
Eye-catching professionalism is apparent with this unisex 40”-length, 1 left chest pocket, 2 lower pockets, side access vents, 2-button, swing-back belt, and 5 button-front closures.

- 65/35 PC Poplin 5 oz.
- XS - 5X

401
Unisex 36” Lab Coat
With a multitude of pockets this unisex 36”-length lab coat has 1 left chest pocket, 2 lower pockets, side-access vents, 2-button swing-back belt, and 4 button-front closures.

- 65/35 PC Poplin 5 oz.
- XS - 5X

405
44” Twill Lab Coat
Present professionalism with this unisex 44”-length lab coat that has 1 left chest pocket, 2 roomy lower pockets, side vents, pleated, set-in back belt, and 5 button-front closures.

- 65/35 PC Twill 7 oz.
- 30-52
Lab Coat Size Comparison

406 29” Consultation Coat
This traditional, unisex 29”-length consultation coat has 1 left chest pocket, 2 lower pockets, and 3 button-front closures.
• 65/35 PC Poplin 5 oz.
• XS-3X

410 34” Ladies’ Lab Coat
Constructed with a ladies’ figure in mind, this 34”-length lab coat has 1 left chest pocket, 2 roomy lower pockets, side-access vents, 2-button swing back belt, and 4 button-front closures.
• 65/35 PC Poplin 5 oz.
• XS - 3X

411 40” Ladies’ A-Line Coat
This classic ladies’ lab coat is 40”-length with shoulder darts and adjustable 2-button, swing-back belt to give that feminine fit. This lab coat has 1 left chest pocket, 2 roomy lower pockets, and 5 button-front closures.
• 65/35 PC Poplin 5 oz.
• XS - 3X

421 40” Twill Lab Coat
Men’s-style, 40”-length, twill lab coat has 1 left chest pocket, 2 lower pockets, side-access vents, and 5 button-front closures.
• 65/35 PC Poplin 5 oz.
• 30 - 52
Create a Professional Image

Getting back to the basics with our classic styles satisfies dress code standards of hospitals and educational institutions. Spectrum scrubs are made with Ultra Soft Brushed™ fabric that incorporates built-in soil-release technology which provides comfort and durability. Build your on-going apparel programs in these selected styles.

**9506C**
Mock Wrap Tunic
For a sweetly feminine look, this crossover v-neck blouse has 2 lower, side-seam pockets, set-in sleeves, and side vents.
- 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
- XS - 3X

**314C**
Modern Flare Leg Pant
When comfort and durability count rely on our Ultra Soft Brushed™ Fabric. The modern flare leg pant has a drawstring front and elastic back. Loaded with pockets to keep everything close at hand, there are 2 side-hip pockets, and 2 cargo pockets with a cell phone pocket on the right leg with velcro closures.
- 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
- XS - 3X

**218C**
Snap-Front Tunic
When functionality is a key concern, this snap-front tunic is a popular choice of professionals and students. The snap-front makes dressing quick and easy. This top has a v-neck with 2 side-seam pockets and matching color snap closures.
- 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
- XS - 3X

**221C**
V-Neck Scrub Tunic
A tried-and-true favorite, this v-neck scrub top is equipped with 2 side-seam pockets, set-in sleeves, and side vents.
- 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
- XS - 3X

**311C**
Flare Leg Pant
A relaxed yet professional addition to your work wardrobe the flare leg pant has an elastic waist, side slits at the hem, 2 side pockets, and 1 right-side rear pocket.
- 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
- XS - 3X

**300C**
Classic Elastic Waist Pant
Dressing is effortless with this unisex elastic pull-on pant with 2 side pockets and 1 back pocket.
- 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
- XS - 3X
Great for Groups

Create custom uniforms with logos and name-personalization for any medical apparel.

220C
Unisex V-Neck Top
This simple, budget-friendly, unisex v-neck scrub top has 1 chest pocket and set-in sleeves.
- 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
- XS - 3X

414C
Crew Neck Warm-Up
Perfect for warmth and coverage when it is cold, the round neck warm-up jacket has self-fabric trim, matching ribbed-knit cuffs, 2 lower patch pockets, and front matching color snap closures.
- 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
- XS - 3X

416C
Cardigan Warm-Up
A cozy top layer, this v-neck cardigan with self-fabric trim, matching ribbed-knit cuffs, 2 lower pockets and matching front-closure snaps provides warmth with lightweight sturdy construction.
- 65/35 PC Poplin 5 oz.
- XS - 3X

White only

For complete color listing refer to page 33-34
For the healthcare professional on a budget, the Eclipse Collection is a perfect match. Solid colors and prints with an accent trim are a fashionable addition to your wardrobe.

1221C • 1300
V-Neck Tunic Set
A timeless must-have for the season, this set features a v-neck scrub top with 2 lower side-seam pockets, set-in sleeves, and side vents. Scrub pants have an all-elastic waist and 2 side pockets.
• 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
• XS - 3X

19507 • 1311
Mock Wrap Tunic Set with Accent Trim
This set features a scrub top with accent trim along the neck line, 2 side-seam pockets, set-in sleeves, and side vents. Additionally featured is a flare-leg pant with a drawstring front and elastic back.
• 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
• XS - 3X

19506 • 1311
Mock Wrap Tunic Set
This set features a solid scrub top with 2 side-seam pockets, set-in sleeves, and side vents. Additionally featured is a flare leg pant with a drawstring front and elastic back.
• 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
• XS - 3X
19509 • 1311
Mock Wrap Tunic Set
To accentuate a woman’s figure, the mock wrap top has solid and color-contrast piping, 2 side-seam pockets, and side vents. Stylish matching flare pants have an elastic back and drawstring front.
- 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
- XS - 3X

1220 • 1306
Unisex Set
The classic-fit, unisex v-neck scrub top has 1 chest pocket and capped sleeves. This scrub top is perfectly paired with our unisex drawstring pant that features 1 left rear pocket.
- 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
- XS - 3X

1222 • 1304
Multi-Pocket Tunic Set
This set features our mock wrap top and flare leg pant which are available in solid or contrasting colors. The top features 2 side-seam pockets, set-in sleeves, and side vents. The flare leg pant has a drawstring front and elastic back with 2 front patch pockets, and side slits at the hem.
- 65/35 PC Poplin 4.5 oz.
- XS - 3X

Available While Supplies Last | Eclipse - Solids
INTRODUCING SPECTRUM’S COLLEGIATE SCRUB COLLECTION

ABILENE CHRISTIAN UNIVERSITY

ANGELO STATE UNIVERSITY

CINCINNATI STATE TECHNICAL AND COMMUNITY COLLEGE

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL MISSOURI

FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

LAMAR UNIVERSITY

KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

SOUTHWEST BAPTIST UNIVERSITY

WEST TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY

TEXAS STATE TECHNICAL COLLEGE WACO

TEXAS STATE TECHNICAL COLLEGE MARSHALL

TEXAS STATE TECHNICAL COLLEGE HARLINGEN

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA Aiken

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY KINGSVILLE

WASHBURN UNIVERSITY

Laura Kennedy

David Smith
Now available is the option to bring out your university’s spirit and heritage by embroidering logos and name personalizations on the medical apparel offered below.

Seven Styles in Selected Schools

- **220C UNISEX V-NECK TOP**
  - 1 Left chest pocket
  - Set-in sleeves
  - XS-3X
  - 4X-5X are available in 10 colors

- **306C UNISEX DRAWSTRING PANT**
  - Adjustable drawstring waist
  - 2 Side pockets
  - 1 Rear pockets
  - XS-4X
  - 4X-5X are available in 10 colors

- **414C CREW NECK WARM-UP**
  - Matching Snaps
  - Matching knit cuffs
  - 2 Front pockets
  - XS-2X

- **416C CARDIGAN WARM-UP**
  - 2 Roomy patch pockets
  - 1 Chest pocket
  - Swing-back belt
  - Side-access openings
  - XS-5X

- **400 UNISEX 40” LAB COAT**
  - 2 Roomy patch pockets
  - 1 Chest pocket
  - Swing-back belt
  - Side-access openings
  - XS-6X

- **401 UNISEX 34” LAB COAT**
  - 2 Roomy patch pockets
  - 1 Chest pocket
  - Swing-back belt
  - Side-access openings
  - XS-5X

- **235 SCRUB CAP**
  - Tie-back
  - One size fits all
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It starts with a Pulse!
The College Pulse™ product line promotes pride of one’s university whether you’re a university fan, alumni, or student. These medical accessories accommodate the needs of medical professionals and medical students with their daily responsibilities.

**CP100 CLASSIC STETHOSCOPE**
The College Pulse™ Classic Stethoscope is designed with a durable, surgical-grade, stainless steel chest piece that provides superior sound transmission of high and low frequencies. This design has non-chill rims for optimum patient comfort and adjustable, stainless steel binaural.

**CP700 ANEROID SPHYGMOMANOMETER**
This Aneroid Sphygmomanometer is a reliable tool for medical professionals. The cuff is made of durable nylon with index and range markings to ensure proper positioning.
CP200  
**RETRACTABLE ID BADGE**

This Retractable ID Badge is designed for the purpose of displaying identification while at the place of work or study.

![Retractable ID Badge Image]

---

CP300  
**BUCK HAMMER**

This Plastic Neurological Buck Hammer is equipped with a versatile dual mallet hammer with chrome plating and an 8.75” handle that integrates a pin on the bottom tip to elicit cutaneous reflexes.

![Buck Hammer Image]

---

CP400  
**STETHOSCOPE ID TAG**

This H-type designed stethoscope name tag helps to prevent lost or misplaced stethoscopes during critical situations. The ID tag attaches to the stethoscope easily without interfering with sound quality. This ID tag features a dual-sided writing surface which can help when identifying stethoscope by floor, unit or department. This product is latex-free.

![Stethoscope ID Tag Image]

---

CP500  
**TAYLOR PERCUSSION HAMMER**

The Taylor Percussion Hammer has a 7.5” weighted, chrome-plated, zinc alloy handle that is precisely balanced for increased percussion force control. The soft base and rounded apex of the rubber triangle are perfectly suited for provoking myotatic response when striking precise locations of tendons.

![Taylor Percussion Hammer Image]

---

CP600  
**DIAGNOSTIC PENLIGHT**

Diagnostic Penlight will effectively illuminate a patient’s eyes, ears, throat, and help measure pupil size and response time. The pen measures 5” long and includes 2 AAA batteries.

![Diagnostic Penlight Image]

---

CP601  
**DISPOSABLE DIAGNOSTIC PENLIGHT**

Disposable Diagnostic Penlight will effectively illuminate a patient’s eyes, ears, throat, and help measure pupil size and response time. The pen measures 4.5” long.

![Disposable Diagnostic Penlight Image]
Spectrum has stethoscopes that are well suited for medical professionals as well as medical students. These stethoscopes are made of high-quality materials and provide superior sound transmission of high and low frequencies.

**SM100 Dual Head Stethoscope**
The Spectrum™ Dual Head Stethoscope is designed with a dual-sided, lightweight aluminum chest piece that provides superior sound transmission of high and low frequencies. This design utilizes an adjustable, chrome-plated brass binaural. This product is latex-free.

**SM102 Sprague Stethoscope**
The legendary design features of the Sprague have made it one of the most popular stethoscopes in history. The double-lumen tubing provides separate sound pathways to each ear for unrivaled accuracy. No wonder it’s been the stethoscope of choice for EMS and nursing professionals year after year.
Personalize any stethoscope diaphragm with a logo using our imprinting capabilities.

**SM103**
**Classic Stethoscope**
The Spectrum™ Classic Stethoscope is designed with a durable, surgical-grade stainless steel chest piece that provides superior sound transmission of high and low frequencies. This design has non-chill rims for optimum patient comfort and adjustable, stainless steel binaural.

**SM104**
**Cardiology Stethoscope**
The Spectrum™ Cardiology Stethoscope is designed with a durable, surgical-grade stainless steel chest piece that provides superior sound transmission of high and low frequencies. This design has non-chill rims for optimum patient comfort and dual inner-spring, stainless steel binaural.

BUR & HGN AVAILABLE WHILE SUPPLY LAST
SM110
Time Stethoscope
The Spectrum™ Time Stethoscope is designed with an anodized aluminum chest piece that provides superior sound transmission of high and low frequencies. This design utilizes an analog crystal quartz timepiece for convenience of timekeeping while monitoring a patient’s vitals.

SM202
Lightweight Stethoscope
The Spectrum™ Lightweight Stethoscope is designed with a lightweight dual-sided, aluminum chest piece that provides superior sound transmission of high and low frequencies. This design has non-chill rims for optimum patient comfort.

KT-501
Heart Stethoscope
Bring awareness of heart disease by using this Heart Stethoscope while you care for your patients. This stethoscope features high-impact, shatter-resistant acrylic plastic. The whimsical shape is sure to make anyone smile.
Stethoscope Accessories

These stethoscope accessories help you use your stethoscope with ease. Identifying your stethoscope is effortless with your stethoscope ID tag. Timing beats per minute is no hassle with this handy stethoscope timer. Don’t worry about holding your stethoscope with this convenient, belt loop stethoscope holder. With these tools on your side, work life will be a breeze. Order Now While Supplies Last!

### SM108
**Stethoscope Name Tag**
This H-type stethoscope name tag helps to prevent lost or misplaced stethoscopes during critical situations. The ID tag attaches to the stethoscope easily without interfering with sound quality. This ID tag features a dual-sided writing surface which can help when identifying stethoscope by floor, unit or department. This product is latex-free.

### KT-GF02B
**Stethoscope Holder**
The Stethoscope Holder is made of durable polypropylene that clips to your hip to reduce neck strain and chest tenderness. This Stethoscope Holder virtually fits any model of stethoscope and allows for “hands free” stethoscope movement.

### KT-GF01
**Stethoscope Tag**
This H-type stethoscope name tag helps to prevent lost or misplaced stethoscopes during critical situations. The ID tag attaches to the stethoscope easily without interfering with sound quality. This ID tag features a dual-sided writing surface which can help when identifying stethoscope by floor, unit or department. This product is latex-free.

### KT-GT01
**Orbicular Stethoscope Timer**
Oval-Shaped Stethoscope Timer enables a more accurate assessment of beats per minute because the timer does the counting for you. The timer attaches to stethoscope easily without interfering with the sound quality of the stethoscope.

### KT-GF04
**Heart Stethoscope Name Tag**
This butterfly style stethoscope name tag helps to prevent lost or misplaced stethoscopes during critical situations. The ID tag attaches to the stethoscope easily without interfering with sound quality. This ID tag features a dual-sided writing surface which can help when identifying stethoscope by floor, unit or department. This product is latex-free.

### KT-GT02
**Heart-Shaped Stethoscope Timer**
Heart-Shaped Stethoscope Timer enables a more accurate assessment of beats per minute because the timer does the counting for you. The timer attaches to stethoscope easily without interfering with the sound quality of the stethoscope.
LM101
Littmann Lightweight II S.E. Stethoscope
This general-purpose, entry-level stethoscope is an excellent, affordable choice for basic blood-pressure and limited physical assessment. Littmann quality is apparent from the soft-sealing ear tips down to the combination bell/diaphragm chest piece.
• Two-year warranty

LM102
Littmann Classic II S.E. Stethoscope
Featuring a two-sided chest piece, this classic stethoscope offers high acoustic sensitivity for superior performance. A tunable diaphragm on one side augments the traditional bell function of the opposite side.

LM103
Littmann Cardiology III Stethoscope
The Littmann Cardiology III stethoscope offers two tunable diaphragms which allows the user to conveniently alternate between low- and high-frequency sounds without turning over the chest piece. The large side can be used for adult patients, while the small side is especially useful for pediatric or thin patients, around bandages, and for carotid assessment.
• Five-year warranty

LM104
Littmann Select Stethoscope
The Littmann Select stethoscope features a tunable diaphragm that allows the user to conveniently alternate between bell and diaphragm modes by applying simple pressure on the chest piece. Its reliable and clear acoustics offer an advantage to healthcare professionals when listening to heart, lung and blood pressure sounds.
• Two-year warranty
Littmann Master Cardiology Stethoscope

The Littmann Master Cardiology stethoscope offers a handcrafted stainless steel chest piece with the portable convenience of a single-sided stethoscope. The tunable diaphragm conveniently alternates between low- and high-frequency sounds with a simple pressure change on the chest piece. Additionally, the stethoscope comes with a special procedures adaptor or difficult site or

Littmann Electronic Stethoscope

3M’s new Ambient Noise Reduction technology reduces distracting room noise by an average of 75% without eliminating critical body sounds. This stethoscope is uniquely equipped to help you pick up difficult-to-hear heart, lung and other body sounds. This acoustic canceling effect is different from electronic filtering, which may also filter out some portions of body sounds clinicians need to hear. The versatile chest piece can accommodate infant, pediatric and adult patients, and it is ergonomically designed for easy hand manipulation and patient comfort. • Two-year warranty

Littmann Pediatric Stethoscope

The pediatric stethoscope features a 1-inch bell for an easier chest wall seal. Stainless steel chest pieces are optimally sized for pediatric auscultation. The solid stainless steel chest pieces on the 3M Littmann Classic II Pediatric Stethoscopes are optimally sized for your little patients. The small diaphragm conforms to the contours of pediatric bodies. • Two-year warranty
Spectrum sphygmomanometers have been a trusted choice of medical professionals because of their durability and ease of use. Show your support for Breast Cancer and Heart Disease Awareness with Spectrum’s special edition aneroid sphygmomanometers.

**SM109**

**Aneroid Sphygmomanometer**

This Aneroid Sphygmomanometer is a reliable tool for medical professionals. The cuff is made of durable nylon with index and range markings to ensure proper positioning. Nylon cuff is standard size. This product is equipped with a black inflation bulb, chrome-plated deflation valve with traditional thumb-screw air release, and a no-pin stop manometer gauge graduated to 300 mm Hg. The aneroid sphygmomanometer can be stored in the black-zippered carrying case that is included.

**SM123**

**Breast Cancer Awareness Aneroid Sphygmomanometer**

Bring awareness of breast cancer by using this Aneroid Sphygmomanometer with the iconic pink ribbon on the nylon cuff. The cuff is made of durable nylon with index and range markings to ensure proper positioning. Nylon cuff is standard size. This product is equipped with a black inflation bulb, chrome-plated deflation valve with traditional thumb-screw air release, and a no-pin stop manometer gauge graduated to 300 mm Hg. The aneroid sphygmomanometer can be stored in the included black-zippered carrying case with fashionable breast cancer awareness ribbon.

**SM124**

**Heart Disease Awareness Aneroid Sphygmomanometer**

Bring awareness of heart disease by using this Aneroid Sphygmomanometer with the “Get your heart pumping” slogan on the nylon cuff. Nylon cuff is standard size. The cuff is made of durable nylon with index and range markings to ensure proper positioning. This product is equipped with a black inflation bulb, chrome-plated deflation valve with traditional thumb-screw air release, and a no-pin stop manometer gauge graduated to 300 mm Hg. The aneroid sphygmomanometer can be stored in the black-zippered carrying case that is included.
Basic Combination Kits

When all you need are the basics, Spectrum has combined their bestselling aneroid sphygmomanometers and stethoscopes into combination kits, ideal for the student or professional who demands performance, versatility, and high-quality equipment you can depend on.

SM109 / SM100
Sphygmomanometer/ Dual Head Stethoscope
This set is a combination of our two most popular products. The Dual Head Stethoscope helps to seamlessly assist the Aneroid Sphygmomanometer when monitoring a patient’s blood pressure. This stethoscope is lightweight and provide superior sound transmission of high and low frequencies. You can’t go wrong with this duo.

SM109 / SM102
Sphygmomanometer/ Sprague Stethoscope
With this combination kit the iconic Sprague Stethoscope is a reliable assistant to the Aneroid Sphygmomanometer when monitoring a patient’s blood pressure. The sprague double-lumen tubing provides separate sound pathways to each ear for unrivaled accuracy.
Medical Accessories

With all the numerous tools medical professionals use daily, organizers are a helpful way to keep tools in order. Spectrum offers safety glasses, diagnostic penlights, and first aid masks to address your medical accessory needs.

**SM113**

**Belt Loop Organizer**

This Nylon Belt Loop Organizer fits comfortably on a belt loop. The front side of the organizer provides 3 slide-in pockets and 1 covered pocket with a velcro closure measuring 2” x 4”. A handy key ring is located on the front covered pocket. Velcro snap closures keep tools held in place while working. The back of the organizer provides 1 slide-in pocket measuring 5” x 4”.

Nylon Belt Loop Organizer is available in White and Navy Blue. Screen printing is available for 2.125” x 1.5” on the front side of the organizer.

**SM105**

**Nylon Belt Loop Organizer Kit with Tricolor pen, Penlight, and Scissors**

The style SM113 is complete with 5.5” surgical grade stainless steel bandage scissors, diagnostic penlight and tricolor chart pen (Black, Red, Blue). All of our pocket organizers fit comfortably on a belt loop. The front side of the organizer provides 3 slide-in pockets and 1 covered pocket with a velcro closure measuring 2” x 4”. A handy key ring is located on the front covered pocket. Velcro snap closures keep tools held in place while working. The back of the organizer provides 1 slide-in pocket measuring 5” x 4”. Nylon Belt Loop Organizer is available in White and Navy Blue. Screen printing is available for 2.125” x 1.5” on the front side of the organizer.

**SM112**

**Safety Glasses**

Safety Glasses provide durable front and side protection. The built-in brow guard helps to protect from overhead hazards. Safety glasses are adjustable at the temples in order to fit a wide range of users.

Available colors/patterns: Black, Plaid, Light Camouglage, and Dark Camouflage.
SM106
Disposable Diagnostic Pen Light
Disposable Diagnostic Penlight will effectively illuminate a patient’s eyes, ears, throat, and help measure pupil size and response time. The pen measures 4.5”. Pad Printing is available on the shaft of the pen.

SM321
Syringe Pen
These click-action Syringe Pens are a great promotional products that can be imprinted. The syringe pen is a ballpoint pen, liquid filled, and measures 5” in length. Medical promotional product are great for hospitals, pharmacy, doctors and nurses. These pens are liquid filled with fluid measurements on the side to resemble an actual syringe.

SM106B
Battery Operated Diagnostic Penlight
Diagnostic Penlight will effectively illuminate a patient’s eyes, ears, throat, and help measure pupil size and response time. The pen measures 5” and includes 2 AAA batteries. Pad Printing is available on the shaft of the pen.

KT-SF04
First Aid Mask
This CPR keychain face mask enables you to be prepared for any emergency situation. The face shield offers critical protection to both first responders and victims alike. The face mask measures 7.5” x 7.875” x .75”. The key chain measures 3” x 1.75” x 1.25”.

www.spectrumuniforms.com
Spectrum continues to use quality materials like surgical-grade stainless steel and thermoplastic elastomers for medical instruments like EMT scissors, bandage scissors, and a variety of neurological buck hammers. Bandage maintenance is more efficient when using EMT and bandage shears. Spectrum Neurological Buck Hammer and Taylor Percussion Hammers are perfectly suited for testing joint fractures and myotatic responses in patients.

**SM107**
7½” EMT Scissor
The 7½” EMT Scissors feature stainless steel upper and lower shear blades. There are serrations on the shear that are milled, not stamped, for cutting through tough material. Pad printing is available on the handle in an area of .31” x 1.5”. EMT Scissors are available in Black, Royal Blue, Red, and Yellow.

**SM118**
5½” Bandage Scissor
The 5½” Bandage Scissors are constructed of surgical-grade stainless steel. The angled tips on the blades are blunt to angle away from anything beneath the cutting surface and to keep scissor blades away from the body to prevent injury. These scissors are most often used for trimming bandages to a specific size, cutting through fabric, clothing, and gauze, and removing bandages that patients are wearing.
**SM111**
**Neurological Buck Hammer**
This Neurological Buck Hammer is equipped with a versatile dual mallet hammer, screw-in pointed tip and retractable brush suited for attaining myotatic and cutaneous responses (located on the top and bottom of the handle respectively). The balanced and weighted head is constructed of soft, thermoplastic rubber for percussions. The ergonomic, chrome-plated brass, 7” handle is precisely balanced for increased force control of chest percussion.

**SM111T**
**Taylor Percussion Hammer**
The Taylor Percussion Hammer has a 7.5” weighted chrome-plated zinc alloy handle that is precisely balanced for increased percussion force control. The triangle-shaped rubber head is firmly secure midway between the apex and base. The soft base and rounded apex of the rubber triangle is perfectly suited for provoking myotatic response when striking precise locations of tendons. The handle is designed with a pointed tip for eliciting cutaneous and plantar reflexes. The rubber triangle is also well-suited for obtaining chest sounds and percussion of the abdomen.

**SM111B**
**Plastic Neurological Buck Hammer**
This Plastic Neurological Buck Hammer is equipped with a versatile dual mallet hammer with chrome-plating and an 8.75” handle that integrates a pin on the bottom tip to elicit cutaneous reflexes. This product is available in Black, Red, Royal Blue, and Yellow.
Professional Gifts

Spectrum has great gift options for nurses and medical professionals. These gifts are a perfect way to celebrate and appreciate the medical professional in your life.

SM122
Graduation Lamp
with Battery Operated Candle

Commemorate the outstanding achievement of graduation with this pristine white glazed ceramic Graduation Lamp. This gift features an easy to operate candle light with discrete placement of the power switch and 2 AAA batteries included. The lamp measures 6.5” x 3.31” x 2.8”. The electric candle measures 4.13” x .66”. Pad printing is available on an area of 1.25” x 1.25”.

SM350
Florence Nightingale Bookmark

Mark that page with this handy bookmark celebrating Florence Nightingale. Inspire yourself with this nurse’s pledge every time you use this bookmark. The bookmark measures 2.25” x 8.125”.

SM351
Mortar and Pestle

Commemorate the outstanding achievement of graduation from a pharmacy program with this gift. This Mortar and Pestle is a sleek modern design made of ceramic with a glossy white glaze. The measurements are 4.75” x 4.25” for the mortar and 5.25” x 1.75” for the pestle. Pad printing is available for this gift on an area of 2” x 3”. Available by custom order only.
SM388
Shopping Tote Bag
Tote Bags are great for all kinds of events. From a picnic at the park to a workout at the gym, tote bag is just the right size to carry all of your travel belongings. This tote bag is 16” length by 18” wide with a 7” base. The shoulder strap is 12” in height. Personalize this bag by embroidering a custom design for yourself or as a gift for a friend. Available colors: Royal Blue, Navy, White, Grey, Cream

505
Bib Apron
Love cooking but you get a little messy? This apron is perfect for you. Shield your clothing from oils and food with this 30” x 32” Bib Apron that includes a right pocket and strong tubular, long-braided ties. Personalize with custom embroidery to make this apron extra special for you or as a gift for someone.

Incorporate your own designs or choose from the following selections.

Add your design
Decorating Services

Spectrum has added the newest technology to customize our products with the finest class of embroidery, emblems, screen printing, pad printing (2 color process available), tag-less printing, heat transfer and sublimation to create your brand identity.

- **Embroidery**
- **Emblems**
- **Sublimation**
- **Tag-less**
- **Pad Printing**
Size Chart

Don’t know your size? Finding out exactly what size is right for you is simple with our convenient size charts.

Determine your size

To measure accurately, keep the tape measure taut, but don’t pull it tight. Get a friend to help, if possible. Measure over well-fitting undergarments.

Bust / Chest: Measure around fullest part of chest, keeping tape parallel to the floor.
Waist: Bend to side; measure where body curves - even if you wear your pants lower.
Hips: With feet shoulder-width apart, measure fullest part of hip/thigh area.

Note: Body measurements should be taken using a standard measuring tape. Take all measurements loosely to accommodate wearing ease.

Women

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>XS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>XL</th>
<th>2X</th>
<th>3X</th>
<th>4X</th>
<th>5X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chest/Bust</td>
<td>31-33</td>
<td>32-34</td>
<td>36-38</td>
<td>40-42</td>
<td>44-46</td>
<td>48-50</td>
<td>52-54</td>
<td>56-58</td>
<td>60-62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hips</td>
<td>32-35</td>
<td>36-37</td>
<td>38-40</td>
<td>41-43</td>
<td>44-47</td>
<td>48-51</td>
<td>52-56</td>
<td>57-60</td>
<td>61-63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Men/ Unisex

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>XS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>XL</th>
<th>2X</th>
<th>3X</th>
<th>4X</th>
<th>5X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chest/Bust</td>
<td>32-34</td>
<td>35-37</td>
<td>38-40</td>
<td>41-44</td>
<td>45-48</td>
<td>49-52</td>
<td>53-56</td>
<td>57-60</td>
<td>61-64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist</td>
<td>24-26</td>
<td>27-29</td>
<td>30-32</td>
<td>33-36</td>
<td>37-40</td>
<td>41-44</td>
<td>45-48</td>
<td>49-52</td>
<td>53-56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hips</td>
<td>32-35</td>
<td>36-38</td>
<td>39-41</td>
<td>42-44</td>
<td>45-48</td>
<td>49-52</td>
<td>53-56</td>
<td>57-60</td>
<td>61-64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Size Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>XS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>XL</th>
<th>2X</th>
<th>3X</th>
<th>4X</th>
<th>5X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chest/Bust</td>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>6-8</td>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>14-16</td>
<td>18-20</td>
<td>22-24</td>
<td>26-28</td>
<td>30-32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Inseam for average pair of scrub pants are 32”

Talls with average 36” Inseam
   Available Styles: 300CT & 306CT
   Available Colors: Black, Ceil, Hunter, Wine, Navy

Petites can be made from any style of pant. We will remove 4” off length.
Mixing and matching various styles and colors of scrub tops and bottoms is made easy with this color and style guide.

**Colors**

- Black (BLK)
- Caribbean (CRB)
- Cel Blue (CLB)
- Cocoa (CC)
- Coral (COR)
- Cranberry (CRN)
- Fuschia (FUS)
- Geranium (GER)
- Gray (GRY)
- Hunter (HGN)
- Jade (JAD)
- Khaki (KHA)
- Lilac (LIC)
- Lime (LM)
- Navy (NV)
- Olive (OLV)
- Orange (ORN)
- Purple (PUR)
- Red (RD)
- Royal Blue (RB)
- Sage (SG)
- Teal (TL)
- Wine (WIN)
- White (WH)
- Yellow (YL)

**PMS**

- 220C
- 221C
- 300C
- 306C
- 304C
- 307C
- 311C
- 313

**Sizes**

- SIZE 2X-3X
- SIZE 4X-5X

**Items**

- V-Neck Top
- V-Neck Tunic
- Elastic Waist Pant
- Drawstring Pant
- Utility Elastic Pant
- Utility Drawstring Pant
- Flare Leg Pant
- Utility Pant w/ Back Elastic
Core Colors
Colors you can count on. Build your on-going apparel program around colors we plan to carry all year-round.

- BLK
- HGN
- PUR
- TL
- CRB
- KHA
- RD
- WH
- CLB
- NV
- RB
- WIN

Trend Colors
For a fashion statement, trend colors are a great choice.

- FUS
- SG
- GRY
- CC
- OLV

Seasonal Colors
For a soft light look, seasonal colors are a perfect fit.

- GER
- ORN
- LIC
- YL
- LM

LADIES
Mod Flare Leg Pant XS-3XL
9506
218C
414C
416C

- ECLIPSE
19509 • 1311
1220 • 1306
1221C • 1300
1222 • 1304
19506 • 1311
235

- CAP
235

www.spectrumuniforms.com